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What’s for dinner?
BY JAMES G. (Jim) BECKNER
Executive Director

‘Ad-vo-cate’
BY MARK B. MONAHAN, MD

W

hen we decided to
have this issue focus
on advocacy, I went
to the omniscient
purveyor of knowledge (Google) and
reviewed the definition. Here it is
(with some editing):
ad·vo·cate
noun
l
a person who publicly supports
or recommends a particular cause
or policy (synonyms: champion,
upholder, supporter, backer,
promoter, proponent, exponent,
spokesman, spokeswoman,
spokesperson, campaigner, fighter,
crusader)
l
a person who pleads on someone
else’s behalf
l
a pleader in a court of law

verb
l
publicly recommend or support
The list of synonyms intrigued me

We’ve all heard the saying, “If you’re
not at the table, you’re on the menu!”
I don’t think I’ve ever worked with a
group for which this was truer than for
medical professionals.
My very first Academy meeting
included a panel presentation about
the future of medicine. The most
meaningful part of that presentation
for me was an exchange that came in
the question and answer section of the
program. A physician stood and bravely
made a very personal statement about
the angst he was experiencing as a
result of the electronic health records
with which he was being forced to
wrestle. He went as far as to say he
wasn’t sure he would continue in the
practice of medicine because of it.
My heart fell. Almost immediately,
one panelist remarked that was the
exact reason he had moved to a
concierge practice — because it still
used paper files. A second panelist
urged the speaker to look for available
options and related that he used a
scribe to get around frustration with
EHRs. A younger member rose to say
this wasn’t an issue for her because
she never knew a time when she didn’t
have to use an EHR. The final physician
rose and made what I realized was an
astounding remark, something along
the lines of the reason we have this EHR
mess is because physicians didn’t have
a seat at the table when the decisions
were being made. “We weren’t there,”
he said.
Who was there? The government,
health systems, payers and tech
companies with huge profits in their
sights.
Within that single exchange, we
saw the entire spectrum of possible
responses to adversity: quit, work
around, adapt, roll over, accept, fight.
Whether it’s EHRs, prior
“Dinner,” continued on page 3
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because the Academy exists to play
all of those roles to fulfill its mission:
To create and sustain a dynamic and
innovative physician community for
the benefit of the Greater Richmond
area.
I looked back over my career in
medicine and thought about when
and why I wanted to become an
“advocate.” As physicians, we are all
busy whether we are still in school,
working long hours in residency,
starting a new practice, growing
our existing practice and even when
winding one down. Don’t forget the
time spent with our families and in
our hobbies outside of medicine.
However, after living in the city of
Richmond a few years, I was asked
to be an advisor to the health depart-

ment. I only had to attend a few meetings that year and wasn’t sure what
I had to offer. What I found out was
that we are uniquely qualified to educate those who can really effect change
to better our community.
Later in my career, with all the
debate going on about the future of
health care in the United States, I realized that there were many forces driving change that significantly affected
our patients and our profession.
I went to the first White Coats
on Call day at the General Assembly
more than 14 years ago. My initial
experience at the health department
was reinforced.
I learned that legislators, for the
most part, are not medical profes“Advocate,” continued on page 2

Waste not, want not:

Personal thoughts about elements that could
be changed to improve modern medicine
B Y I S A A C L . W O R N O M I I I , M D , FA C S

While on vacation this summer in Duck, North Carolina,
I went out to eat at a small,
out-of-the-way restaurant called
The SaltBox Café in the woods
down the Colington Road in
Kill Devil Hills. We love this
little place and pretty much
always pay a visit there on our
trips to the Outer Banks. This
visit, there was a poster on the
wall explaining why they no
longer use plastic bags or plastic
straws. The reason is to keep
the material out of the ocean
where it never really goes away
once it gets there.
Plastic bags, straws, eating
utensils, plates, bowls and cups
are everywhere in hospitals these
days. They sure make things
convenient, one-time use …
throw away! I am sure they also
cost less, which is a big reason
hospitals use them. Having said
that, I know many of us can re-

10 The obesity epidemic

member when stainless steel flatware, real coffee cups and solid
plates were part of the hospital
eating experience. The transition
from reusable eating utensils,
cups and plates in hospitals
to single-use plastics may be
cheap and convenient but at
what cost to the environment?
So much has changed in
materials used in surgery, too.
The creation of the sterile
field used to be done with
linen towels and sheets which
had been carefully laundered,
sterilized, folded precisely
and packaged. This has been
replaced with paper drapes
which are used one time and
discarded. Needles for placing
sutures used to be reused.
Scrub nurses were known for
how quickly they could place
sutures through needle eyes and
how well they protected these
“Waste not,” continued on page 2

13 Avoiding burnout

14 Cyberchondria
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“Advocate,” continued from page 1

sionals nor do they have a scientific
background. They ask for and need
explanations of the complex medical issues that reach the floor of the
General Assembly.
More importantly, our elected
officials want to know how their
decisions affect our patients, their
constituents. Will the legislation improve the health of their community?
Is it costly to the patient or the health
care system?
Who can relate that information
better than a physician? No one!
I joined my practice, Virginia Urology, because the group culture is to
always do what is best for the patient.
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I am proud and energized to
be a champion, supporter,
spokesman, campaigner, fighter
and crusader for my patients and
our profession.
So as a physician in the Richmond
community and a member of RAM,
I am proud and energized to be a
champion, supporter, spokesman,
campaigner, fighter and crusader for
my patients and our profession. R

Dr. Monahan practices at Virginia
Urology and is the president of the
board of trustees of the Richmond
Academy of Medicine. He can be
reached at mmonahan@uro.com.

James G. “Jim” Beckner

“Waste not,” continued from page 1

EDITOR

Isaac L. Wornom III, MD

important instruments. Now the
sutures all come prepackaged with
the sutures already attached. Also
now, all laparoscopic instruments and
surgical staples are used one time and
thrown away.
The latest push for one-time use is
lighted retractors. I have personally
always used a headlight to see into
dark, poorly lit places in the human
body, but many of my colleagues use
a retractor with a light on the end
of it. These are attached to a light
source off the sterile field. In the next
few years it seems we may all be using battery-powered versions of these
tools, which will be discarded after
each use. For sure, salesmen from
several large medical device companies are preaching their advantages.
The point of all this is not to lament the good old days. Rather I want
all of us to begin to think about the
vast amount of waste that exists in
modern medical care today. From cafeterias to med surg units to operating
rooms, to administration of hospitals,
practices and insurance companies,
waste is everywhere. My guess is if we
could eliminate the majority of this
waste, we would have enough resources for all of us to have the high-quality
care we need and want.
Dr. J. Latané Ware, with whom
I had the good fortune to practice
surgery for a year before he retired,
hated waste. He would use a suture
until there was less than a centimeter
left on the needle before asking for
a new one. Nurses in every operating room in Richmond knew this
and talked about it. No sutures were
opened until he asked for them. Contrast this with the practice of opening
many sutures before an operation to
be sure the surgeon will have what
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he or she wants immediately. Then if
something is not used it is discarded.
Aside from hospital cafeterias and
medical supplies, waste also exists in
the administrative processes involved
with medical care at all levels. Every
private practice and health care
system has a large group of employees who do not deal with the direct
delivery of care. In my own practice,
Richmond Plastic Surgeons, we have
one full-time employee whose entire
job is to pre-certify procedures for
our insurance patients, three full-time
employees who send the bills and
deal with the insurance companies after we have given care and a full-time
employee who manages our accounts
payable and payroll. This is in addition to an office manager. I am certain
this is a drop in the bucket compared
to massive systems like VCU, Bon
Secours or HCA. On top of this,
think about all the people who work
at companies like Anthem and Cigna,
whose entire business is based on
being a pass-through for money from
employers and people to health care
providers via their health insurance
products. On top of that you add
Medicare and Medicaid, government
programs that do the same thing. No
wonder health care spending seems to

The transition from reusable
eating utensils, cups and plates
in hospitals to single-use plastics
may be cheap and convenient but
at what cost to the environment?

be out of control.
So, what’s to be done? Some
would advocate for a single-payer
system. Those who do, argue that this
would simplify payment and allow
more control of spending. Our current example of a single payer system
is Medicare which, based on what I
read, is one of the programs pushing
the debt of our national government
higher and higher by the minute. We
may be going toward a single payer
system as a country, but this will depend on the outcome of future political elections more than anything else.
Those of us in the trenches have little
control over how this evolves beyond
how we vote and our involvement in
the political process.
For now, I think we start in our
own daily walk. Be mindful of waste.
If you are a surgeon, use that suture
down to the last centimeter. If you are
a nurse, work on ways to save supplies
on your unit. If you are a hospital
administrator, think about how you
can begin to lead your organization
toward a culture of sustainability. Sustainability is a big deal today on every
college campus and in many businesses, but it seems to not have taken
hold yet in health care. I personally
think we need to catch up to be better
stewards of our resources and maybe
improve how we deliver care. R

Dr. Wornom practices at Richmond
Plastic Surgeons and is the editor of
Ramifications. He can be reached at
wornom@richmondplasticsurgeons.
com.
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“Dinner,” continued from page 1

authorization, fail-first policies, hospital
bylaws, surprise billing … the issue
doesn’t matter. The scenario above just
replays over and over. With each replay,
medical professionals get more things
done to them than for them. With each
replay, more of the joy of practicing the
art of medicine gets sucked away.
Time and time again we see
examples of groups trying to divide
the house of medicine, groups that
prioritize profits over patients and even
some groups whose actual intention
is to disempower physicians and other
medical professionals. Every legislative
session, government tries to force its
way further and further into the exam
room. Remember, the government
even knows how many pills you should
prescribe.
How does this happen? How do
some of the most intelligent, strongwilled and conscientious professionals
get repeatedly hoodwinked? I believe
it’s due to abdication. Abdication of
authority, abdication of responsibility
and abdication of accountability.
l
Abdication of authority. Someone
else makes those decisions. I pay
my dues to XYZ organization until
it makes a decision or takes a stand
I don’t like, then I quit. Why didn’t
XYZ tell me? I didn’t know. Who let
this happen? XYZ says we can’t.
l
Abdication of responsibility. I pay
my dues to XYZ organization, and

l

it speaks for me so I don’t have to.
Isn’t that why we have lobbyists? I
can’t take time away to be involved.
I don’t know how to lobby/
advocate. I just want to practice
medicine. Someone else will do it.
Abdication of accountability. It’s
OK … there have been so many
other issues that have taken their
attention. They had to fight against
this issue and that group so they
couldn’t get to it. I know X issue has
been a priority for years, but they’ll
get to it when they have a chance. I
don’t want to raise a fuss.
So how do we break the cycle?

Show up, speak up and fight, damn it!
Every single day, physicians and
other medical professionals fight for
their patients. You don’t take “no” for an
answer. It’s clearly a skill set physicians
have. So use it in the advocacy field
already! Sometimes we’ll succeed.
Sometimes we won’t. Sometimes, we’ll
win with a compromise. Remember,
even falling on one’s face is still a
forward motion.
l
Participate in RAM and its
advocacy activities. Join the
legislative committee. Raise
an issue about which you’re
passionate. RAM will help you
develop your idea into a resolution
for consideration by MSV. Come
to our annual Legislator Meet and

Greet receptions. Sign up for White
Coats on Call days.
l
Get to know your legislators. Call
them and tell them about an issue
you’re passionate about. Write
them a letter. Teach them why an
issue is important. Tell them your
story. Tell them how they can help
you help your patients.
l
Participate in MSV and all its
activities. Invest. Give to the MSV
PAC.
l
Be an armchair advocate. Send
emails, send form emails, call and
leave messages for legislators
during session. You can do this at
midnight and have just as great an
effect.
Hold RAM and your other societies
accountable. Attend, communicate,
raise questions, argue. Push back.
So … are you at the table or are
you on the platter? R

Get Involved!
Go to https://www.
virginia.gov/services/
whos-my-legislator/ to
get contact information
for your legislators.

Would you like to comment on this
column, or is there an issue YOU would
like to discuss? Please contact Jim at
jbeckner@ramdocs.org, by direct dial at
(804) 622-8131, by cell at (804) 920-3536
or via the Academy website, ramdocs.org.

S AV E T H E D AT E

2019 Summit for Cardiovascular Advances
Presented by Bon Secours

F E B R UA RY 2 2–2 3 , 2 0 1 9
Join colleagues from the Bon Secours Heart Team for our inaugural Cardiovascular Summit, with physicians,
specialists, nurses and other health care professionals exploring the full continuum of cardiac care.

F E AT U R E D P R E S E N T E R S I N C L U D E

Dr. Aly El Banayosy

Dr. O.H. Frazier

Dr. Clyde Yancy

Dr. Scott Lim

“The New Paradigm
for Cardiogenic Shock”

“The Evolution
of Mechanical
Circulatory Support”

“The Guideline Gap:
Pathway to Optimize
Treatment of Heart Failure”

“Transcatheter Heart
Valve Therapies:
Beyond Just TAVR”

The Williamsburg Lodge • 310 S. England Street, Williamsburg, VA
For registration information and more details, please visit www.bsvaf.org/cardiovascularsummit
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Letters to the editor
Editor’s note: Dr. Stanley Tucker
writes in response to Dr. Jack
Ashworth’s letter in our spring issue
that described the “three-legged
stool” of health. One of those legs
was magic.

Dr. Stanley C. Tucker

Editor,
A part of the magic of which
Dr. Ashworth writes is love. The love
of our fellow man. The Agape love
of the Greek language. But, also the
love of the profession, the love of the
practice of medicine — the love and
passion which makes us want to get
it right; and wants us to do the very
best for our patients. This goes above
the mere science of medicine.
The wife of one of my U.Va.
classmates was told, “You know your
husband has a mistress: Medicine.”
Nearly all of us who were called to
medicine in the ‘60s and ‘70s have a
mistress: The love of the practice of
medicine and our patients. Sir William Osler said, “The practice of
medicine, art, not a trade, a calling,
not a business.” Insurance companies’
preapproval and regulations have
eroded the art of medicine, but we
continue to work for the love of our
patients, the love of the profession.
Stanley C. Tucker, MD, FACC, FACP

Dr. Tom Moffatt

Editor’s note: Libby Snelson’s article
about medical staff bylaws drew this
response from Dr. Tom Moffatt.
Editor,
When I served as president of the
Richmond Academy of Medicine in
2007, Libby Snelson helped us with a
clarion call about the attempt of hospital systems to take over the practice
of medicine as a means to control the
business of medicine.
Many of us were persuaded,
perhaps with the application of the
“green poultice,” that our interests
were congruent.
A few extracted points from her
recent article — to whoever values
the practice of medicine above the

business (patient care above dollars,
if that’s not putting too sharp a point
on it):
l
“Look for bylaws requirements
that subject medical staff leadership nominations or elections to
“hospital board approval” —
which obviously the board can
withhold from physicians who do
not match the hospital’s preferences in appearance, affiliation,
politics, subspecialty (and I’ll add
style and cost of practice).
l
“Bottom line: Medical staff
bylaws should not cede medical
staff governance to the hospital
board.”
l
“While hospital employment of
physicians continues to increase…
the hospital cannot fire physicians
who are not its employees.” If the
medical staff grants you privileges, you’ve got them; only doctors,
not administrators or employees,
can take them away.
Don’t just sign the bylaws they
send out for approval. “If you’re not
watching the henhouse, you ain’t gettin’ no eggs.”
Tom Moffatt, MD

Virginia is for In estors.
Earn up to 9% investing with Richmond Mortgage, Inc.

For more information contact:

(804) 404-2414 or InvestWithRMI.com
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RAM-ing in the legislature
BY LISA CRUTCHFIELD BARTH

Dr. Siobhan Dunnavant

Each year during the General
Assembly session, physicians
don their white coats and visit
lawmakers. Drs. Ike Ibe, from
left, Joynita Nicholson, John
Butterworth and Thomas Moffatt
meet with Rep. Hyland F. “Buddy”
Fowler, Republican 55th District.

Richmond Academy of Medicine’s mission is to be the patient’s
advocate, the physician’s ally and the
community’s partner.
It’s a mission our members take
seriously. Consider:
l
We advocate for our patients by
pursuing initiatives such as access to care or keeping insurance
companies in check.
l
We come together to advocate
for ourselves and our profession,
such as pushing for a sensible
medical malpractice cap in
Virginia.
l
We partner with the community
to pursue common-sense legislation, such as banning smoking in
restaurants and bars.

seem ironic for physicians drilled to
be objective and scientific.
However, the American Medical Association, in its declaration of
professional responsibilities, states
that physicians must “advocate for
the social, economic, educational
and political changes that ameliorate
suffering and contribute to human
well-being.”
Many RAM members have
stepped up as advocates and made a
real impact on Virginians’ health.
“It has been quite appropriate
and important that we’ve not only
advocated for specific improvements
in health care delivery but have always argued as well for broad public
health and safety measures. These

People think they have to be policy
experts to say something. We are medical
experts, but we have an important voice
in that discussion.
Much of RAM’s focus on advocacy is at the state level. As always,
we’ll be at the General Assembly session that begins Jan. 9.
Advocacy is a way for physicians
to decide what health care should
look like and then present it to legislators and the public, says Dr. Mark
Monahan, RAM president. “Physicians need to have a voice. We are
busy taking care of our patients, but
advocacy is something we absolutely
have to do.”
On the surface, advocacy can

have included support for medical
research, cancer prevention and detection and other issues relating to health
and safety of the entire population,”
says Dr. Walter Lawrence Jr., whose
influence helped sway legislators in
Virginia to eventually ban smoking in
restaurants and bars.
Some physicians, like RAM
member, OB-GYN and state Sen.
Dr. Siobhan Dunnavant, R-Henrico,
ran for office to make a difference.
She helped create Virginia’s unique
program that enables emergency

departments to communicate
with each other, and in 2018, she
successfully led a physician-backed
charge to legalize cannabis oil; the
bill she sponsored unanimously
passed both houses.
“Providers need access to every
possible tool to help decrease patient
suffering,” she wrote on her blog
advocating for the “Let Doctors
Decide” legislation. “These changes
to current Virginia code will give
licensed providers another tool to
help treat their patients with the most
appropriate and effective treatments
possible.”
Dr. Jack Ende, former president
of the American College of Physicians, told VCU’s 12th & Marshall
magazine that the physician’s voice is
especially important. “All physicians
are agents for their patients, some
become advocates and some even
become activists.” During his tenure,
the ACP took public stances on gun
violence, climate change and other
topics. “There’s always controversy,
and you must be prepared for that,”
he said. “But these are positions
worth making public.”
Dr. Colleen Kraft, a former RAM
member and the current president of
the American Academy of Pediatrics,
made national headlines this year opposing the administration’s immigration policy of separating children and
parents at the border.

Dr. Mark Ryan
Dr. Mark H. Ryan, associate professor of Family Medicine and Population Health at VCU, agrees that
physicians need to think big in the
Legislature — but also small. “We
should encourage physicians to be
active locally, not just on the headline news.” For example, he says,
Richmond’s Pulse bus route may be
a great convenience for many, but
“Legislature,” continued on page 6
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“Legislature,” continued from page 5

its route may not ease the difficulties
many Richmonders have with access
to jobs and health care. He wonders,
“Why weren’t we, as physicians,
there talking about it?” He also questions if he and his colleagues should
have challenged GRTC’s decision to
move its busy bus shed operations
into an area of the city with high
asthma rates.

Avanthi Jayaweera

He’s pleased that one of his
students, Avanthi Jayaweera, M ’20,
is currently serving as Education
& Advocacy Fellow at the American Medical Student Association in
Northern Virginia. One thing she’s
learned: “People think they have to
be policy experts to say something.
We are medical experts, but we have
an important voice in that discussion.
But no, you don’t need to know every
section of every bill to be an effective
advocate.”
Dr. Joynita Nicholson, who practices family medicine and is a board-certified obesity medicine specialist at Bon
Secours Brook Run Family Physicians,
is a newer member of RAM’s legislative committee. The experience has
been eye-opening. “It’s been so awesome to witness everyone’s passions,
the resolutions they support and what
we need to do as a medical group to
advocate for patients and for ourselves
as providers and physicians.”

Dr. Joynita Nicholson

However, she’s learned that the
legislative process, where change
rarely happens quickly, can be frustrating at times. “I’m a ‘get-it-donealready’ kind of person and it doesn’t
happen that way. That’s not the
reality of how our political legislative
system runs. You have to be persistent and continue to advocate for
what you think is important.”
Lawrence agrees that successful
advocacy can take time — but is essential. “I believe we must continue
our advocacy efforts if we are to
retain our credibility and serve the
patient population at large.”
Get fired up
“Physician involvement in the
legislative process is the biggest difference maker,” says Ralston King,
MSV’s assistant vice president of
Government Affairs. “Legislators
must hear from doctors. They see
physicians as a vital part of the community. If you think about it, physicians represent as many constituents
as legislators.”
MSV and RAM will work closely
together to ensure physician concerns
are heard in the General Assembly.
King says 2019 priorities include:
l
Medicaid reimbursement rates
that would increase the pay for
physicians.
l
Utilization review/patients’ rights,
which would combine issues of

Legislators say they appreciate hearing the physician’s voice. Drs. Peter Zedler, left, and Leon Brown discuss an issue with a legislative aide.

In 2017 alone,
there were
more than 350
health care
related pieces of
legislation at the
Virginia General

Assembly.

step therapy, prior authorization
and PBM regulation.
l
Surprise billing, which is a hotbutton topic with patients and
providers.
l
COPN will be back, as Gov. Ralph
Northam and legislators are committed to addressing reform.
l
Maintenance of Certification, because while physicians believe in
lifelong learning, often mandatory
MOC can be costly and inconvenient for physicians and their
practice.
“This is a lot,” admits King, who
notes that tort reform, prescribing
limits and naturopathic licensure may
also show up again. “But I believe we
are prepared.”
What can you do?
You’re busy. Maybe you’re not
sure about the issues. What can you
do to fulfill your responsibility as an
advocate?
l
First, join RAM’s Legislative
Committee to stay on top of topics your colleagues are following.
Even if you can’t attend all the
meetings, you’ll be in the know
via email updates.
l
Find your legislator using the
General Assembly’s “Who’s My
Legislator” tool. If he or she is
having a town hall meeting or
other event, try to attend.
l
Attend one of RAM’s legislator
discussions: a breakfast at Chippenham Hospital on Nov. 29 or
a reception at OrthoVirginia’s
Parham office on Dec. 6.
l
Join fellow physicians at an annual White Coats on Call day at
the General Assembly. You’ll start
the day with a briefing on issues
and continue with small group
meetings with your delegate and
senator and other legislators from
the Richmond metro area.
l
Consider becoming a RAM delegate at MSV’s annual meeting. R

Contact Lisa Crutchfield Barth,
RAM’s Director of Communications
& Marketing, lcbarth@ramdocs.org
for more info or (804) 622-8136.
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Physicians and the political process
B Y W A L T E R L AW R E N C E J R . , M D

Each year, dozens of Virginia
physicians visit the General Assembly
during a series of White Coats on Call
days to advise legislators on issues of
importance to both our patients and
our profession. I’m proud to be one
of them.
Recently, Medicaid expansion for
the uninsured was a lead item. Each
legislator I met showed great interest
in our opinions. And though partisan
politics won out for a while, ultimately resistance was overcome and
Virginia’s Medicaid expansion will
begin on Jan. 1.
Experiences like that have shown
me that we can make a difference in
the political process.
After years of my own involvement in advocacy for the American
Cancer Society, the Massey Cancer
Center in Richmond and the Medical
Society of Virginia, I am convinced
that we, like experts in other fields,
are unique and knowledgeable professionals with a real responsibility for
providing our legislators and their
aides with valuable and much-desired
advice on all aspects of health care.

Dr. Walter Lawrence, Jr.

It’s been gratifying and inspiring to
see a few of our colleagues — including John O’Bannon (a past president
of RAM) and Sen. Siobhan Dunnavant
— make truly monumental contributions by becoming totally involved
as effective and respected physician
legislators.
But despite their presence as
members of the legislature, I believe
the rest of us have a different but very
important role to play in the political
process, too. White Coats on Call days
during the legislative session are our
time to shine!
Together our voices are powerful. Years ago, some of us lobbied
legislators as individual physicians.

But about 14 years ago, the Medical
Society of Virginia gathered us for
White Coats on Call, expanding our
advocacy.
We showed that we can make a
difference. Back then, physicians faced
a medical malpractice crisis. About
2,500 physicians came together — and
we learned what a major impact a
conscientious physician group could
make by talking directly with our legislators during the legislative session.
Making this an annual event since
then has allowed us to effectively
advocate for both our patients and our
profession on a large number of issues
affecting us and our patients.
Despite some disappointments, we
have over the years experienced a large
number of real successes. These range
from funding for screening for breast,
cervical and prostate cancer, increasing
the tobacco tax and establishing many
smoke-free areas (to reduce dangers
from exposure to tobacco smoke)
to increases in funding for cancer
research here in Virginia, to recent
reforms in workers’ compensation,
correcting credentialing problems, as-

If your patients aren’t sleeping well or nodding off
when they shouldn’t, our sleep specialists can help.

Lung and Sleep Specialists

804.320.4243
PARACCESS.COM
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suring adequate experience and supervision of nurse practitioners … and to
the earlier issue that actually initiated
White Coat days, the medical malpractice crisis. This last effort in tort
reform resulted in the establishment
of our current very favorable medical
malpractice cap here in Virginia.
We may have lost a few battles, but
we have also won quite a few.
It is quite clear that our legislators and their aides do really listen to
us and clearly appreciate our input,
particularly when the subject involves
our patient population (also their
constituents).
Some legislators may decide to
choose political ideology over ultimate
patient benefits at times, and some
issues may require our persistence
before ultimate success is achieved,
but I sincerely believe our balanced
approach to health care will ultimately
have a major impact, particularly if we
can vigorously expand our physician
advocacy efforts. R
Dr. Lawrence is a professor emeritus
at VCU and a former Ramifications
editor.
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Advocacy tips from a political insider
BY JOHN O’BANNON, MD

I am glad that Ramifications has
chosen to focus on advocacy in this
issue. For 17 years, I had the honor
of serving in the House of Delegates
of the General Assembly of Virginia
and practicing medicine at the same
time. It was a great opportunity and a
life-changing event and a big “Thank
You” goes out to all who have helped
me for those 17 years.

Dr. John O’Bannon accepts an
award from RAM President Dr. Mark
Monahan recognizing his service in
the General Assembly.

Physicians should rightly participate
in the political process. We are part
of our communities, and our patients
and neighbors want to know how
we feel about issues because we are
viewed as experts. We should engage
in this dialogue, but in an ethically
thoughtful way so as to educate but
not unduly or inappropriately influence people.
An essential part of being a physi-

We need active physician
engagement with our
elected leaders.

cian is working to carry on the profession. This means supporting organized
medicine including our local, state and
national organizations. We are first
and foremost doctors, then specialists.
I have proudly supported RAM, MSV,
AMA and AAN, my specialty society.
It was really great to see so many physicians in white coats coming down
to the General Assembly to actively
participate in the process — trust me,
you do make a difference.
A compelling reason to have physicians run for office is to ensure that
our voices will be in the room when
the actual decisions are made. If we
can’t have a legislature full of doctors, then we need active physician
engagement with our elected leaders.
It’s a very personal business. And as a
part-time citizen legislator when I get
to my office at 7 p.m. during session
and there is a stack of messages, I will
call you back if I know you and know
you are an expert on the issue for the
vote tomorrow. But you must have
that personal connection. Politics,
as in medicine, is all about building
relationships and respect.

So perhaps my biggest request is
to personally get involved. You don’t
have to donate money (but it is an
essential part of the process). Helping
on a campaign, introducing a candidate to your neighborhood or helping
on a “get out the vote” effort are all
actually fun and will help cement that
relationship with the legislator.
Lastly, I would really encourage
more physicians to run for elected
office. We have had a good track
record of physician involvement, with
a pediatric neurosurgeon running
for president in 2016, a pediatric
neurologist now serving as governor
of Virginia and our own Siobhan
Dunnavant now serving in the Senate
of Virginia. Trust me, if you can get
through medical school and residency
successfully, you can run for office
and win. Please let me know how I
can help you if you want to run or get
more involved. R
John O’Bannon, MD, was a member
of the Virginia House of Delegates
from 2001-2017. He represented the
73rd District.

We’re In Your
Neighborhood
The health care services and programs of MCV Physicians are now closer and
more convenient at the following outpatient locations:
VCU MCV Physicians at Mayland Court
3470 Mayland Court
Henrico, Virginia 23233
(804) 527-4540

Commonwealth Neuro Specialists
501 Lombardy Street
South Hill, Virginia 23970
(434) 447-9033

VCU MCV Physicians at Temple Avenue
Puddledock Medical Center
2035 Waterside Road, Suite 100
Prince George, Virginia 23875
(804) 957-6287

Internal Medicine and Pediatric Associates
Chesterfield Meadows Shopping Center
6433 Centralia Road
Chesterfield, Virginia 23832
(804) 425-3627

VCU MCV Physicians in Williamsburg
1162 Professional Drive
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185
(757) 220-1246

South Hill Internal Medicine and Critical Care
412 Durant Street
South Hill, Virginia 23970
(434) 447-2898

mcvphysicians.vcu.edu
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RAM calendar
DATE

MEETING/LOCATION/TIME

November 8, 2018
Thursday

Advocacy & Ales
Urban Roost in Scott’s Addition
3023 W. Marshall St., 23220
6–8 p.m.
Join us for this event at which your fellow RAM
members and advocacy veterans will break down what
legislative advocacy means in the realm of medicine,
recent successes as well as current battles and easy
ways you can be involved.

November 13, 2018
Tuesday

RAM Membership Meeting
Speaker: Elizabeth A. Snelson, Esq.
Topic: Best Practices for YOUR Practice, In and
Out of the Hospital
The John Marshall
101 N. Fifth St., 23219
5:30 p.m. cocktails, 6:15 p.m. dinner,
7:15 p.m. presentation
A presentation of legal issues that affect how and
whether doctors get to take care of their patients, with
strategies to advance the profession and protect the
patient. We will tackle peer review, hospital systematization, data bank, reporting, and keeping physicians in
charge and out of trouble. Sponsored by SunTrust

November 29, 2018
Thursday

RAM Legislator Session
Chippenham Hospital, 7101 Jahnke Road, 23225
7-8 a.m.
It’s important to know your elected leaders and to take
every opportunity to meet with them. Please join us
for an upcoming legislative event and voice your concerns with your local legislators.

December 2, 2018
Sunday

RAM Winter Family Event
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden
1800 Lakeside Ave., 23228
5–8 p.m.
Get in the holiday spirit with GardenFest of Lights at
Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden! We’ll have a room
reserved for you and your family to enjoy refreshments and holiday cheer while visiting with your RAM
friends and colleagues before and after touring the
gardens aglow with lights. Sponsored by CCVS

December 6, 2018
Thursday

RAM Legislator Session
OrthoVirginia, 7650 E. Parham Road, 23294
6:30-7:30 p.m
It’s important to know your elected leaders and to take
every opportunity to meet with them. Please join us
for an upcoming legislative event and voice your concerns with your local legislators.

2018 RAMgagement
update
We’re nearing the end of our
2018 RAMgagement competition.
This competition is a friendly
challenge in which RAM members
earn points for attending member
events, bringing potential members
as guests to events and for recruiting
new members. Top finishers each year
are announced at our January dinner
and take home great prizes (and
bragging rights).
As of late September, Dr. Walter
Lawrence leads the pack, followed
closely by Dr. Owen Brodie. Dr. Joan

Rountree is third. There’s still time to
catch up!
See the list of our upcoming
member events above — then invite
a colleague along to attend with you.
Have a colleague who isn’t yet a
member of the Academy? Invite him
or her to join and score big! R

Dr. Lynette Charity, right, speaker at RAM’s September meeting, talks with Drs. Molly Ashby, Jennie
Draper, Louise Ferland and Erika Blanton.

Drs. Rozana Itskovich, Valerie Mutchler-Fornili, Kathy Smallwood, Charlene Ng and Zheni Avram
enjoy May’s Women in Focus dinner.

Dr. Andy Thanjan and family enjoyed the picnic before the Flying Squirrels game at RAM’s Summer
Family Event.

RAM directory keeps you
in the know
RAM’s online member directory is now live, allowing members to search for
colleagues in a variety of ways.
Please be sure your profile information is up-to-date. Here’s how:
1) Visit www.ramdocs.org and click the Sign In button.
2) Click “edit” on your member profile. There are two kinds of info visible to
other RAM members in your profile: office/practice info and medical training info. (Your personal/home information is locked and says “Not visible to
others” in red text. This is for RAM use only. ) Please make sure your profile
is complete and fix any outdated info.
3) Most importantly, be sure to add the contact information you’d like to share
with other members. Scroll to the office info section of your profile.
** If you would like to make your email address, mobile phone or any other
contact info visible to other RAM members, you will need to type this contact info (Including the actual phone number and email address) in the field
labeled “Best way for colleagues to contact me.”
4) Be sure your training info is complete, and that you use the multi-select field
to check the specialties in which you practice.
5) Click “save changes.”
Questions? Contact Kate Gabriel at (804) 622-8133 or kgabriel@ramdocs.org.
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The BIG ‘O’: Opioids dominate the news,
but obesity could pose the larger threat
BY CYNTHIA MCMULLEN

Exercise is part of the solution to weight loss. But it’s a complicated problem with no one answer.

T

he nation’s opioid crisis
has commandeered
headlines. The Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention recently announced that
overdose rates rose 7 percent in the
past year. Yes, it’s bad.
But as most health professionals
are well aware, the bigger issue is that
obesity and obesity-related complications are affecting — and killing —
people in record numbers.
“Opioids aren’t the biggest problem today,” says Dr. Anton Kuzel.
“Obesity is.”
Kuzel, professor and chairman
of VCU School of Medicine’s Department of Family Medicine and Population Health, offers telling statistics:
In 2016, opioid-related deaths in
the United States numbered about
42,000. “But the number of deaths

due to obesity, even the most conservative estimate, is 150,000. Realistically, it could be five times as much
[as opioids].”
Adding insult to injury, obesity
in adults has skyrocketed 30 percent
since 1999-2000, according to the
CDC.
Defining the problem
Startling as those stats might
be, consider that the number of
American adults who qualify as obese
equals 40 percent of the total population. That’s according to recent data
shared by Dr. Jeffrey Sicat, founder
and director of Virginia Weight &
Wellness and a member of the Obesity Medicine Association (OMA)
board of trustees.
Calling obesity a “truly growing epidemic,” he says 40 percent

actually underestimates the true
measure, as many people with what is
considered normal body weight have
disproportionately high body fat.
Obesity, Sicat notes, is defined as having high body fat, not merely having
high body weight.
So whether one is “skinny”
or “chunky,” a high percentage of
body fat can cause the same kinds of
weight-related problems.
And those problems are legion,
say Kuzel and his colleague Dr.
Susan Wolver, an associate professor with VCU School of Medicine’s
Department of Internal Medicine
and diplomate with the American
Board of Obesity Medicine. Medical
issues associated with obesity run the
gamut: diabetes, hypertension, high
cholesterol, sleep apnea, cardiovascular disease, arthritis, polycystic ovary

Dr. Anton Kuzel

Dr. Jeffrey Sicat

Dr. Susan Wolver
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syndrome, infertility … and the list
goes on.
Dr. Otis Brawley, chief medical
and scientific officer of the American
Cancer Society, recently told National Public Radio that obesity is the
second-leading cause of cancer in this
country.
“Many of us are predicting in the
next 20 years, because smoking rates
are going down, this will become the
No. 1 cause of cancer.”
No simple solutions
In many ways, Sicat says, obesity is a “complication of modern
society,” which is why it is such a
challenge to reverse simply with diet
and exercise counseling. It is chronic
and recurring.
Its causes can be related to nutrition, physical activity, stress and sleep
deprivation, not to mention social,
emotional, community, chemical,
hormonal, genetic and medicinal elements.
Add to that the fact that obesity
is its own worst enemy as well as its
own greatest fan. “Once we hit our
highest body weight,” says Sicat,
“our body remembers that highest
weight and sets it as the new ‘set
point.’ When we try to reduce below
that weight, our body fights back

and works to try to bring us back to
the highest weight … which is why
the vast majority of people who lose
weight will regain it.”
Sicat has found the best approach
is to create weight loss and weight
management plans customized to
patients’ individual needs, incorporating nutrition, exercise, education,
motivation, accountability and support. “We value the importance of
a long-term relationship to facilitate

long-term behavior change.”
It all adds up, as Wolver says, to a
multifactorial, incredibly complicated
disease that can’t be dismissed as due
to “a patient’s laziness…. The problem,” as she succinctly puts it, “is that
we have to eat to live!”
Fighting obesity takes work. Hard
work. And a good understanding of
what causes it and why it’s so difficult
to eradicate.
“Obesity,” continued on page 12
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was time to act.
“I think many of us who are
overweight know that we are …
and that we should lose… and that
it would be better for our health in
general to lose,” says Dalton. “When
you realize you need an elective operation, it’s kind of a wakeup call.”

“Obesity,” continued from page 11

Providing the tools
With that in mind, Dr. Joynita
Nicholson, lead physician for the Bon
Secours Medically Supervised Weight
Loss Program at Brook Run Family Physicians and an OMA fellow,
says her employer is starting to help
its clinicians become better equipped
to identify and address patients who
have unhealthy weight by adding BMI
calculations to medical records.
“Many of us have not been
trained on how to discuss [obesity]
with patients, and it becomes a very
uncomfortable topic for both patients
and providers. Many clinicians are
still saying the same thing we’ve said
since the 1930s: ‘Put the fork down
and push back from the table.’ And
we know that alone doesn’t work.”
And that’s why Kuzel and Wolver
are working on a grant proposal, the

Dr. Vince Dalton

Carbohydrate, Ketogenic Diet
Manual”— Wolver was inspired
to create a pilot program that
ultimately resulted in the VCU
Health-based Medical Weight Loss
Program.
Within the program, she addresses not only physical ramifications but works with health psychologists to give patients behavioral
strategies for success.
Patients who follow the low-carbohydrate eating plan recommended

Many clinicians are still saying the same thing
we’ve said since the 1930s: ‘Put the fork down
and push back from the table.’ And we know
that alone doesn’t work.

Dr. Susan Wolver points out to
patients that weight loss can
reverse diabetes and other
complications of obesity.

aim of which is to provide primary
care physicians with new tools for
helping their obese patients lose
weight.
Even when physicians recognize
their patients’ needs, they often just
don’t have the tools to help them. Or
they might refer patients to weightloss programs that they can’t afford;
reimbursement isn’t always an option.
“They feel hopeless,” says
Wolver, and she understands why.
Several years ago, when she realized she was gaining weight herself,
she had an epiphany: “Maybe it’s
not that my patients aren’t following
my advice. Maybe my advice was
wrong!”
After attending an obesity
roundtable organized by Sicat —
featuring Duke Health’s Dr. Eric
C. Westman, author of “A Low

by Wolver have benefited greatly. In
fact, more than 90 percent of those
who started the program while on
insulin, and who have stayed with the
program, have been able to discontinue its use.
“Even in the beginning,”
notes Kuzel, “Dr. Wolver was
achieving remarkable results.”
Many other area providers
in private practice and/or affiliated with individual or corporate medical organizations have
been working on solutions.
Or they are identifying
specific ways to help patients
whose obesity already has
caused or triggered associated diseases or conditions. OrthoVirginia,
for instance, instituted a
new policy about a year
ago: Obese patients in
need of primary, elective
knee or hip replacements
must achieve a BMI of
below 40 before the operation can take place.
“We knew heavier patients had a higher risk of
wound complications, implant failures, blood clots
and postoperative issues
such as pneumonia and
bed sores,” says Dr. Vince
Dalton, an orthopedic
surgeon there. When the
literature showed increased
complications and readmissions, his practice decided it

Education is key
In addition to moving toward
raising awareness and making more
information available to physicians,
interest is growing in starting nutritional education early on. A number
of medical schools are beginning
to incorporate nutrition into their
curriculums with the goal of enabling physicians to discuss diet with
patients more knowledgably.
Patrick T. Bradshaw, Ph.D.,
who studies population health at the
University of California, Berkeley,
recently told the Los Angeles Times
that turning the tide on obesity is going to require much more aggressive
and targeted efforts.
Like the opioid crisis — perhaps
even more so — it’s daunting. Hopefully, with time and increased awareness, it’s doable. R

Cynthia McMullen is a Richmondbased freelance writer.
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Extreme sports stave off physician burnout
B Y P H I L D AW S O N , M D

a lot, have done triathlons for almost
30 years and adventure racing for 15
years. It’s what keeps me sane and
wards off the potential burnout that
doctors face all the time now.
How do you train for such an
extreme competition?
For this race, I did a one-weekon-one-week-off regimen for two
months before the race, where “on”
weeks were 12-15 hours of workout
including road rides with RABA (the
Richmond Area Bicycling Association) and Spin Doctor buddies, outdoor boot camp workouts with Next
Level Fitness, yoga, trail running and
lots of stretching. “Off” weeks are six
to nine hours with the same exercises
but more time for recovery.
Over the years, recovery becomes
more important. Twenty years ago I
could do three-weeks-on-one-weekoff. Not anymore.

4

Dr. Phil Dawson, right, seems unfazed by the grueling Coast to Coast race.

Editor’s note: Phil Dawson loves caring for his patients at West End
Pediatrics. But he recognizes that he’s got to recharge his batteries every
so often. He’s not the type to sit around relaxing; instead he seeks out
extreme sports opportunities.
In 2017, he traveled to Australia and New Zealand where he competed in the Coast to Coast race, a two-day, 243 km endurance test that
includes running, kayaking, bicycling and mountain trekking. The race
is one of the world’s longest-running multisport events and is older even
than Hawaii’s Ironman World Championship.

6

Running the Waimakariri Gorge
in a tandem kayak is not easy. Eric,
my adventure buddy, and I tracked
the eddy lines on most of the rapids,
but this was not the fastest option.
As our confidence grew, we got bolder with our route. Maybe we should
have stuck with the eddy lines. Near
the end of Horseshoe Bend was a fast

Over the years, recovery
becomes more important.
wave train next to an undercut rock
wall. We decided to hit the train but
got pushed left and almost swallowed
by a small whirlpool. Luckily Eric
grabbed the right gunwale and kept
us upright.
I still think back on that pucker
moment and cringe at how bad it
could have been.
Paddling the Waimakariri in New
Zealand is part of the Coast to Coast
race, something I had wanted to do
since Eric mentioned it 10 years ago.
It’s a multisport event encompassing

running, road biking, mountain trekking and whitewater kayaking. Most
racers take two days to compete with
an overnight camp in the middle of the
New Zealand highlands. Some hardy
souls do The Longest Day World Multisport Championship and finish in
less than 24 hours. Sam Clark covered
the 243 km course in 11:14:33 and
once again won the race.
I marvel at these kinds of athletes. Eric and I (known as the
Richmond Raging Burritos) finished
in over 20 hours for the tandem
two-day option. I can’t even imagine
doing it in half the time.
So this is what I do to stave off
doctor burnout. My partners think
I’m nuts, but everyone has their
method, their relaxation, their escape.
The Coast to Coast is not a huge
stretch for me. I’ve always exercised

The race includes cycling, kayaking,
running and trekking.

Why travel halfway around the
world?
I also love to travel. Combining a
somewhat crazy event with a life-long
travel goal was perfect. I wanted to
do this race, was born in Australia,
had never been back and for decades
had wanted to return.
Everything came together in early
2017. Eric and I registered to race,
and my wife, Lisa, and I planned a
two- to three-week trip to Australia
and New Zealand. (By the way, I do
find it interesting how one’s grown
and employed children can find time
off if dad is offering a free trip.)
By departure time, all three kids
were coming along. Turns out, spending time with my whole family was
the best part of the trip.
Looking back, the most interesting part was the South Island
of New Zealand. It was almost
magical. If your time is limited for a
long-distance trip, go there. I would
suggest spending time on the west
coast from Greymouth to Fox Glacier
with a ride on the TranzAlpine train
and hiking in the Franz Josef Glacier
area. Spend multiple days in Queenstown. You can hike yourself silly
with single or multiday routes, take
jet boat tours near Glenorchy, drive
or fly to Milford Sound and view The
Remarkables range from your hotel.
You have to love a people who name
a mountain range The Remarkables.
You also have to admire a culture
that incorporates its native culture
in everyday life. Most places retain
their Maori names. There’s a national
Maori TV channel. Imagine a national Cree, Navajo, Sioux TV channel. It
would bring us closer together just as
it does the New Zealand people. R
Phil Dawson is a physician at West
End Pediatrics.
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Managing expectations in the age
of ‘cyberchondria’
BY PETER A. ZEDLER, MD

l

l

l

7 in 10 adult internet users
have searched online for
information about a range
of health issues, the most
popular being specific diseases and treatments.
1 in 4 adult internet users
say they have read or
watched someone else’s
health experience in the
past 12 months.
16 percent of adult internet
users in the U.S. have gone
online in the past 12 months
to find others who share the
same health concerns.
Source: Pew Research Center

Dr. Peter A. Zedler

How often have you been in the
exam room with a patient who is
convinced he/she is suffering from
an illness you never heard of? Have
you ever prescribed a medication and
then found out that the patient did
not take that medication because he/
she read the side effects either in the
package insert or online? Honestly,
how often do you go to Google to
figure out what the patient is talking
about?
Whether we like it or not, social
media and the internet are in the

had the patient who brought you The
New York Times article about her
medication.
Our patients use the internet to
learn about us. Many doctors have
a practice website where the doctors and practice can control what
patients see. We tout our credentials.
But patients want more. Back in
the day, they would ask a friend or
neighbor about a particular doctor.
Perhaps we are less connected as a
society to our neighbors, but many
patients will now check your internet

Sometimes you just want to say, ‘Please
don’t confuse your Google search with
my medical degree!’
room with you and the patient. It
is sometimes unnerving, frustrating
and aggravating. Sometimes you just
want to say, “Please don’t confuse
your Google search with my medical
degree!”
While some patients do not have
access or a desire to explore the internet, the number of people using it to
access medical information is growing rapidly.
Don’t forget other sources of
information. Can patients really
digest the information from those
fast-talking direct-to-consumer
advertisements for medications? “I
saw this on ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ last
week, Doctor.” I’m sure you have

ratings. Yelp can help you find a
restaurant or a doctor. Founder of
KevinMD.com, Dr. Kevin Pho spoke
last September at a RAM meeting
about how your internet reputation
can affect your practice. It is a good
idea to check your Google reputation.
Patients use the internet most frequently to research a specific disease
or condition. Malignancy leads the
list. Medications are also commonly
investigated. Sometimes patients are
looking for effectiveness or unintended side effects. Many times they want
to confirm what they learned at the
doctor’s office.
Sometimes the doctor becomes
the patient. I’ll admit that after some

recent knee pain, I went online. Type
in “knee pain” and the screen will
light up. Some sites are sponsored by
renowned clinics; some are simply
advertisements for medication, braces
or alternative therapy. I did not see
anything dangerous, but I realized
that I needed to visit an expert to see
what was going on.
The information revolution has
provided our patients with an overwhelming volume of information. It
is clear that much of the information
online is confusing or misleading.
Some data can frighten or misinform
patients.
Many physicians react badly
to the patient who uses information from the internet to question
an opinion or decline the use of the
medication.
For the doctor, this challenge is
a place where the art and science of
medicine intersect. I have always believed that patients who are interested
and invested in their care do better
and are the easiest to treat. When
patients bring you information, they
are telling you that they are engaged.
Embrace it! If you are not familiar
with the information, say so.
Now the hard part. What is the
patient really telling you by bringing
an article? What are they worried
about? It is probable that the patient
is not there to make you mad, but to
hear your opinion. In our time-pressured world, it can be challenging to
help the patient put that information
into context.
If you are successful, you will be
rewarded with a very appreciative
patient. It is well worth the effort. R
Dr. Zedler is an OB/GYN at Virginia
Women’s Center.
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PROUD TO CALL

GOOCHLAND

HOME
From our brand-new outpatient surgery center to our
network of leading-edge physicians to our ongoing
sponsorship of community projects, MEDARVA West
Creek Surgery Center is making Goochland a stronger
community. Visit MEDARVA.com today to learn more.

Owned and operated by Stony Point Surgery Center, LLC.
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REILLY MCCONNELL

Here to serve physicians

The RAM Services Corp. team includes
Lara Knowles, from left, Kate Gabriel,
Elizabeth Craig, Jane Chappell and
Susan McConnell.

“Relationships are what RAMSC
makes with our clients,” says Jane
Chappell, manager of specialty societies at RAM Services Corp (RAMSC).
Partnering with a medical society
can be beneficial and help physicians
contain costs, improve resource allocation and financial controls, connect
with experts in law and accounting,
and grow, says Chappell, who also
serves as executive director of the
Virginia Chapter of the American
Academy of Pediatrics.
More and more specialty medical
societies are taking notice. RAMSC
now manages a dozen societies, all
Virginia-based.
“They provide excellent administrative support for our society, and
RAMSC’s experience has also been a
source of guidance for our board of
directors,” says the Virginia Society
of Otolaryngology.

RAMSC has recently expanded
its staff, adding administrator
Elizabeth Craig to the roster. Craig
comes to RAM from the Virginia
Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine
(which now combines its conference
with the Virginia Academy of
Sleep Medicine), now managed by
RAMSC. She manages:
l
Virginia Society of Rheumatologists
l
Virginia Society of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
“I’m grateful that I got to know
RAM Services while working in my
last position and was thrilled to have
the chance to join the team,” Craig
says. “I look forward to continuing
to work with Virginia physicians.”
In her new role, Craig joins
longtime administrators Susan
McConnell, who manages:
l
Virginia Chapter of the American

3

l
l

l

College of Surgeons
Virginia Surgical Society
Virginia Academy of Sleep
Medicine
Virginia Society of
Otolaryngology

Kate Gabriel, who manages:
l
Richmond Medical Group Management Association and
Lara Knowles, who manages
l
Virginia Chapter of the American
College of Radiology
l
Virginia Radiology Political
Action Committee
“The RAMSC staff prides itself
on having a reputation of professionalism as well as ease to work with,”
Chappell says. “Once a society has
made the decision to transition to
RAMSC, they see positive results immediately.” R

Here’s what specialty societies say about RAMSC:
“We appreciate the professional atmosphere at RAM.”
“Great working relationship, timely and efficient; professional.”
“Great job. We really rely on your support and have not been disappointed.”
“It is an absolute pleasure to work with the staff at RAMSC!”
“Wonderful service delivered at a very fair price.”
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Working continuously to balance the

SCALES OF JUSTICE.
We’re taking the mal out of malpractice insurance.
As a relentless champion for the practice of good medicine,
we continually track, review, and influence federal and state bills
on your behalf. All for one reason: when you can tip the scales
in favor of the practice of good medicine, you get malpractice
insurance without the mal. Find out more at thedoctors.com
The nation’s largest physician-owned insurer
is now expanding in New York.
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RYPE ’N RVA promotes networking,
education and advocacy

RAM’s Kate Gabriel and Jim Beckner, right, accepted the 2018 Profiles of Excellence
Award in Membership from AAMSE.

RAM’s RYPE ’N RVA (that’s RAM
Young Physician Engagement and
New to RVA) initiative already has
offered area physicians a chance to
get involved and make a difference in
medicine. Now the group’s activities

have gained national recognition.
During the American Association
of Medical Society Executives’ recent
annual meeting, RAM’s early-careerist
group received a national award, the
2018 Profiles of Excellence Award in

Membership.
For the past three years, RYPE ’N
RVA has provided opportunities for
early-career and new-to-Richmond
members to connect with one another
through initiatives such as RAM’s
online member directory, the familyfriendly member events and outreach
opportunities.
RYPE ’N RVA is introducing a new
component this fall: advocacy.
As the group’s leaders recognized,
younger or early career physicians
often aren’t represented at RAM’s
legislative events and activities, perhaps
because advocacy can seem intangible
or even nebulous and daunting. So,
they thought, wouldn’t it be great to
come together with colleagues, enjoy
some food and drinks in a relaxed atmosphere and hear from peers why it’s
important for physicians — all physicians — to be at the table, or at least
in the know about the factors affecting
how medicine is practiced.
Thus, RAM’s upcoming “ Advocacy & Ales” event was born. And al-

though the event is hosted by RYPE ’N
RVA, it’s open to all RAM members.
Advocacy & Ales is set for 6 p.m.,
Thursday, Nov. 8 at Urban Roost in
Scott’s Addition.
During the hourlong session, attendees will:
l
Get a “SparkNotes” version of advocacy terminology for beginners.
l
Hear from peers about times that
physicians have had major legislative success (and when opportunities have been missed by not being
at the table).
l
Leave with a better understanding
of the Top 3 biggest “do or die”
legislative topics that physicians will
face in 2019.
“If you’ve ever considered taking a
deeper dive into better understanding
the local legislative landscape that
affects RVA physicians (and your
patients), here’s your chance,” says
RYPE ’N RVA chairwoman Dr.
Tovia Smith, a physician at Virginia
Women’s Center. R

THE POWER TO

FIGHT
CANCER

TM

When your patients are diagnosed with cancer, they have a million questions.
“Do I have the right oncologist?” shouldn’t be one of them.
You want only the best for your patients, especially when they’re facing the challenge of cancer. With VCI, they’ll have a team of 24
26 oncology and
hematology specialists working together to help them take on cancer. This team includes most of Richmond Magazine’s Top Docs for oncology, doctors
recognized in OurHealth for their bedside manner, and a support staff of more than 250
200. Within this independent practice, your patients will have full
access to clinical trials, life-centered treatment plans, and the convenience of locations in the West End, Southside, Hanover and the Tri-Cities.
Visit vacancer.com to learn more. Because the right referral can give
your patients the power to fight.

w w w.ramdocs.org

It’s your collection. Have you seen it?
The Miller Collection belongs to you, our RAM
members. It’s one of the world’s most unique and
valuable compilations of rare medical books, manuscripts, silhouettes, etchings and other artifacts.
In 1926, West Virginia physician Joseph Lyon
Miller donated his collection of some 3,600 objects
to the Richmond Academy of Medicine. A condition
of the gift was that the Academy provide a suitable
library building in Richmond with space to properly
house such a rare collection. That spurred the Academy to build its own facility, which opened in 1932.
Today, the Miller Collection is on loan to the

Virginia Museum of History & Culture (formerly
known as the Virginia Historical Society). If you’re
interested in viewing any of the artifacts, contact the
museum’s library reference desk at 804-342-9677.
There’s more of the Miller Collection at VCU’s
Tompkins-McCaw Library for the Health Sciences.
Take a tour at go.vcu.edu/special-collections (type
“Joseph Lyon Miller”).
As the Academy gears up for its bicentennial celebration in 2020, we’re taking a look back at a few of
your treasures in the Miller Collection. R

Left: “Chirurgia Magna, In
Duos Tomas Digesta,” a 1573
book by Aureolus Paracelsus,
includes sections of text that
were burned out by hot irons
during the Spanish Inquisition.
Right: “De Fabrica Humani
Corporis” by Andreas Vesalius
is a rare second edition printed
in 1543.

Our Stony Point location has

MOVED

Our offices and surgery center are brand new, but our renowned physicians and advanced
healthcare services are the same as ever. This is modern medicine. This is Virginia Urology.
• Saturday morning appointments for emergencies
• Expanded state-of-the-art accredited Ambulatory Surgery Center
• On site CT, MRI and diagnostic testing/treatment for most urologic conditions
• 7 office locations throughout the Central Virginia area
• Online appointment scheduling

804-330-9105 | uro.com
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Self-insurance health plans
continue to trend
B Y G E O R G E PA PA G E L I S
Managing principal, OneDigital Health and Benefits

Over the last several decades, we’ve
had many trends burst onto the scene:
bell-bottoms, tie-dye T-shirts and lava
lamps in the 1960s. Disco music, Daisy
Duke shorts and the pet rock in the
1970s. Break dancing, Cabbage Patch
dolls and mullets from the 1980s …
you get the picture.
While self-insurance is not as fun
as some of the fads of prior decades,
the fact that it is trending right now
is pretty exciting for employers and
health care insurance professionals.
Employers have self-insured
themselves for health care costs for
many years, but historically it’s been a
funding mechanism for large employers only.
With the advent of the Affordable Care Act, the trend to self-insure
health care costs has come down market to smaller employers, prompted by
new and creative funding alternatives.
Specifically, insurance carriers
and third-party administrators have

been relaxing historical employer size
limitations and have been creating new
self-insurance products for employers
with fewer than 250 workers.
The number of products for groups
of all sizes to self-insure their risk has
grown exponentially over the last
several years. Here are examples of
some of the more common self-insured
mechanisms:
l
Traditional self-insurance historically was a large employer opportunity, but most insurance carriers
have relaxed eligibility limitations
to employers with 100 or more
employees.
l
Captive self-insurance has been
available in the P&C insurance
market for many years and recently
has become available to employers
in the health care market. It works
because one group or groups take
on a tolerable amount of risk per
covered individual, pool funds on
their own or with other employ-

l

l

ers to cover a portion of high
cost risks of the group, and cede
another portion of catastrophic
risk to a stop loss carrier.
Graded-funded self-insurance, a
newer version of self-insurance,
has most of the typical features of
traditional self-insurance but has
a “graded” element for cash flow
benefits in the first few months of
the contract. This funding mechanism is targeted at employers
with 50-250 employees, who are
interested in becoming self-insured
without the full cash flow liability
of traditional self-insurance.
Level-funded self-insurance,
another new version of self-insurance, sometimes is referred to as a
baby step to captive, graded or traditional self-insurance, as it looks
a lot like a fully-insured contract.
The “premium” is level throughout the year and is capped for the
year, the stop loss limits are low,
the carrier holds the reserve for
incurred but not reported claims
and year-end surplus is shared.

Employers who have been concerned in the past about the risks of
self-funding are increasingly considering these alternatives as a means to
manage their health plans and control
their health care costs.
What’s the attraction?
The attraction for an employer to
self-insure its health insurance risk is
multiple benefits such as:
l
Reduced carrier risk costs.
l
Premium and other tax avoidance.
l
ERISA (Employee Retirement
Income Security Act) rights to
pre-empt state insurance coverage
mandates.
l
Flexible plan designs.
l
Low stop loss limits that mitigate
large claim risks.
l
Surpluses remain with employer.
l
Access to data.
l
More control over plan strategy
and cost control. R
If you have questions or would like to
explore self-insurance, contact Ritter
Jonas at (804) 523-7168 or rjonas@
onedigital.com.

Serving the Heart of Virginia for over 40 Years.
With seven convenient locations, there is a Virginia
Cardiovascular Specialists oﬃce near you. From prevention
and testing to cardiac and vascular interventions, we oﬀer the
ﬁnest cardiovascular care from some of the most respected
physicians and advanced practice providers in the state.

Call 804-409-2923 today

to schedule an in-person consultation or visit
vacardio.com to learn more about the
personalized care that makes VCS Richmond’s
choice for heart health.

Richmond, Virginia 23294
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